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TaiRox Software Inc is managed by Don Thomson, a co-founder of the company 
that developed the original version of Sage 300. TaiRox add-on products for Sage 
300 are sold by 100 partners on 6 continents. TaiRox best sellers are briefly 
described here. Custom software projects range in scope from a few days to a 
few months and are always done to the highest professional standards.  
  
TaiRox Productivity Tools, available for $1,395 + $280/year, adds hundreds of 
features to Sage 300, including many multi-company and order processing 
options. Vendor Inquiry alone adds 20 dynamic tabs for managing purchases. 
Tools for a single module are available for as little as $695 + $140/year. 

 
  
Copy Company, available for $595 + $120/year, copies an existing company's 
structure to a new company without copying transactions. 

 
  
SOX User Management, available for $795 + $160/year, copies Sage 300 user 
setup from company to company or user to user, produces a SOX audit report. 

 
  
Download Rates, available for $595 + $120/year, automatically downloads 
exchange rates daily from providers' feeds to multiple Sage 300 companies. 

 
  
SOX Backup Express, available for $595 + $120/year, automatically creates, 
manages and copies offsite multiple daily archives of Sage 300 data.  
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SOX Backup Enterprise, available for $795 + $160/year/location, extends SOX 
Backup Express and automates the transfer of databases between locations. 

 
 
SOX Check Approval, available for $1495 + $300/year, enforces a multi-step 
payment approval process from a multi-company approval console. A complete 
log is maintained. Notification emails are sent. Individual payments can be 
rejected. Payments can be returned to a previous approval level. 

 
  
SOX Second Sight, available for $595 + $120/year ensures that the user posting 
G/L, A/R or A/P batches is different from the user entering the batch. 

 
  
Fast Data Integrity, available for $595 + $120/year, performs an integrity 
checking operation 100x faster than the standard utility (for large databases). 

 
  
Fast DBTools, available for $795 + $160/year, performs a DBLoad operation 3x 
faster than the standard utility (for large databases) … and much more.  

 
  
Automate G/L Consolidation, $595 + $120/year, drives any number of G/L 
Consolidation operations, eliminating manual import, export, & copy steps.  

 
 
 
 


